
Managing Inquiry
However, inquiry done well, has a mountain of research For many teachers, one word comes to mind when thinking 
supporting its use. Even the National Science Education about inquiry-based instruction: chaos.  The charge seems 
Standards recommend inquiry-based instruction as best to be that we should allow students to do whatever they want 
practice.  Importantly, inquiry encourages students to really while still teaching them an Olympic-sized pool of standards. 
think about a topic at many levels and also forces a greater This seems impossible because students will never 
transfer of basic facts about those topics (National Research naturally gravitate towards some ideas -- ideas that took 
Council, 2000). By having students create and answer their humanity centuries to create -- within a single year or 
own questions, open-inquiry encourages students to deeply semester.  Furthermore, the notion of “discovery learning” 
engage with content.  In open-inquiry, students must create wrongly removes the important role of the teacher in helping 
their own procedures (rather than follow a recipe) and take students come to understand complex science ideas.
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ABSTRACT: Open-inquiry involves students asking their own questions, designing their own investigation, and creating their own explanations in order 
to learn about the natural world.  However, implementing open-inquiry is often daunting for teachers and frustrating for students.  This article discusses 
how I use guided inquiry to help students prepare for open-inquiry and a faux grant process to manage open-inquiry in my class. This activity promotes 
National Science Education Content Standards A, B, E, G, and Iowa Teaching Standards 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.
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ownership of data analysis to generate answers to their procedure, but it is controlled in that I want them to interact 
questions. with certain phenomena. The teacher may model asking a 

testable question at this point by either giving them the 
Generating fruitful questions is where inquiry struggles question directly or by leading a class discussion that 
originate. In my years of teaching, I have found this to be by generates a community question. During this stage of the 
far the most difficult part of inquiry for both students and investigation the students will generate many questions to 
teachers. My solution has been to use a faux “grant” to help investigate that should be noted as they naturally arise.  
keep the open-inquiry process manageable based on the That is, I ask students
coupled-inquiry model (Dunkhase 2003).  In coupled-

 “Considering what you have just witnessed, what inquiry, open-inquiry is coupled with guided-inquiry to create 
questions do you have?” a support system for students to engage with the open-

inquiry. Below I describe how I create a scaffold for students 
After the class generates a list of questions I revisit the list to climb when working to generate their own questions. This 
and ask students to consider which questions are testable or approach also creates a larger structure on which teachers 
how particular questions need to be modified to be testable.  can hang content standards in a nontrivial way. This inquiry 
As a class, we usually decide on one question such asmodel has many of the same components of other inquiry 

models, with a few twists.
“How does mass affect how fast an object falls?”

During guided inquiry, the teacher may model picking The teacher must create a need to know for students. A 
independent and dependent variables (if applicable), discrepant event, a story, a video, a picture, or a simple 
controls, estimating necessary sizes of data sets, and question might generate this need. The goal of the invitation 
predicting the kind of analysis that will need to be done.  is not to simply provide a problem for the students to solve; it 
When modeling these choices, I ask students questions that is to scaffold the question-generating process. The invitation 
encourage them to continually reflect on the choices being is also the teacher's way of driving the ship without 
made.  For example, I might ask micromanaging the crew by drawing students' attention to a 

particular phenomenon or concept. “If we are comparing mass and fall time, how could we 
record this data?”

I use videos from YouTube, images that I've taken with my “How might we visualize our data to help us 
cell phone camera, or anything that might pique student understand how mass and fall time are related?”
interest at this stage of the lesson. There are many Internet “Why would dropping a bowling ball and a feather not 
resources available, as well as a healthy online community be an appropriate test?” 
devoted to these kinds of prompt-generating ideas (Meyer 
2010).  Examples of videos and pictures that might be These discussions are meant to mentally engage students 
used to generate student interest and questions are   concerning how to set up appropriate investigations in 
being collected in an on-going collaborative hopes of preparing them for future projects.

After some guidance, we break out tennis balls to test our 
To further explain how I generate student interest, let me ideas. We cut the balls open and fill them with different 
provide an example. The first investigation in my physics materials (pennies, sand, rocks, whatever). We then time 
class involves filling tennis balls with sundry items to achieve their drops from the same distance (usually a balcony). I 
different masses with similar surface areas in order to test must mention that while many students decide that tennis 
rates of falling of different masses. This would be a fantastic balls will work best for them, some have better ideas. I allow 
lab, but forcing students to follow a preset procedure is not these enterprising students to do what they wish as long as I 
as helpful as having them design it. To introduce the believe their method will appropriately test the question at 
investigation, I come to class dressed as Aristotle and begin hand.
to teach a lecture on Aristotelian physics (that objects fall at a 
constant speed and heavier objects fall faster than less 
massive objects). Students begin to question the obvious The main complaint with inquiry is that it frustrates students 
holes in what I am orating (or some accept the ideas, and I and teachers by hindering direct instruction.  Yet, the inquiry 
have therefore dredged up their misconceptions for further enhances any direct instruction. I have found that direct 
treatment). This leads us directly to the next stage: instruction after an investigation is a fantastic way of 

delivering content that has now burrowed into my students' 
brains through experimentation. Now that students' interest 

The investigation generated is a direct result of the has been piqued and they have concrete experience from 
invitation's prompt. This investigation is an inquiry the investigation, they are ready to be introduced to formal 
investigation in that the students will design and conduct the ideas like mass, gravity and acceleration.    
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What Questions Do You Have?
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The Open Investigation and the Grant

Resolving the Open-Inquiry
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we used in the tennis balls. I've had students want to slow 
the process down and jump straight to Galileo's experiment After students have been guided through an investigation, I 
with ramps and rolling. I've had students that know a bit more want them to explore more individual questions that may 
about gravity suggest performing the experiment at different have arisen during the guided investigation. Managing this 
altitudes (They used a 7 story building, and one student was level of open-inquiry is a concern for many teachers and is 
going to be flying over the weekend). Most of these the number one reason for shabby implementation – or 
experiments are ones that I could have forced my students complete lack of implementation – of open-inquiry in many 
to do as a “lab,” but so much is gained when students assist classrooms. I have designed a simple grant writing system 
in the generation process.  Students become problem-that provides me the control I need while not cheapening the 
solvers, gain responsibility and independence, work freedom that the students desire.
collaboratively, and use creativity to create explanations for 
their observations.  From a content perspective, my goal is In order to gain access to my materials, students must have 
for students to have additional experiences with mass and a sensible grant proposal. This is to mimic the actual process 
acceleration near the Earth's surface, I don't necessarily of research science a bit, but mostly the proposal exists to 
mind what question gets them there.protect my equipment. The grant must contain the following 

information (or whatever is applicable for their question):

 Question This last stage might be the most important part of inquiry: 
 Independent variable bringing it all together. The students present their findings, 
 Dependent Variable and the other students ask questions. This is a refreshingly 
 Proposed Method (this often changes drastically during genuine activity that replaces the often-monotonous 

experimentation; I'm looking for a good thought process) presentations done in courses where students have all 
 Number of levels (i.e., states of Independent Variable)   performed the same experiment. Students listen and ask 

Number of trials (i.e., repetitions of similar questions because they truly have no idea what the other 
measurements) students have done. After each presentation I also ask 

 Diagram of proposed set-up questions and make sure that connections are made to 
 Projected charts and graphs (no data, just type and axis specific content.  While students are most always on-task 

labeling) because of the authentic nature of the presentations, I am 
sure to discuss expectations during peer presentations.  

If I don't like any part of a group's grant, or if the question 
doesn't address some content in a way I like, I give some My questions during the presentation are key to help 
feedback and send them back to revise. After I approve this students further develop their content understanding.  I am 
document, it's all up to the students to carry out the sure to ask questions that help both presenters and 
investigation. I keep a copy of their grant on hand so that I audience members connect the investigations to the content 
can keep track of who's doing what.  Usually there are five we have discussed.  For example, I might ask 
different investigations running in any given class.

 “How does your investigation fit with Aristotle's 
While students are carrying out their investigations I spend claims?”  
my time moving from group to group, managing safety, and  “How might have your investigation been different if 
fielding questions.  When I see a group setting up a test that you used different masses?” 
might be problematic, I use questions to guide their thinking.   “How do you think your investigation would have been 
For example, I might ask different on the moon?”  

 If you set up your apparatus this way, what problems I use the discussions that result from these questions to help 
might there be?”  students better understand the effect of mass and surface 

area on falling objects.  Importantly, my questions are 
Asking questions helps students problem solve rather than directed to the whole class, not just the presenting group.  
simply follow directions. I find this process to be extremely 
fun involving everything from students getting called out of Because students have several experiences with falling 
school by their parents to go to a bowling alley to writing objects, the students have many ideas and perspectives to 
simulations on computers. bring into the discussions.  To encourage students to draw 

on these perspectives during discussion, I use extensive 
From the Aristotle-tennis-ball example the open-inquiry wait-time and I am sure to give students opportunities to talk 
really explodes. I have had students ask to do things as with their partners.  While I could simply tell students how 
simple as changing the surface area of the ball. I have had mass and surface area affect falling, using questions and 
students that still don't believe that mass doesn't matter for encouraging students to bounce ideas off each other better 
falling objects, so they want to extend the range of masses promotes deep thinking and mental engagement. 
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This entire cycle usually takes 5-10 days from start to end to address many misconceptions students have about how 
(Invitation to Resolving Open-Inquiry). This is not much science works. 
longer than a typical unit, and it is quite feasible to run this 
cycle 10-15 times during a semester. We must admit that the majority of our students are not going 

to be research scientists. The curriculum of the past has 
engaged students using this assumption, and has turned 
many students off to the idea that science could be a part of The goal of the guided-inquiry and grant-writing system is to 
their normal daily routine. create control of the inquiry classroom without any of the 

contrived recipe-following that can accompany so many 
Project 2061: Science for All Americans clearly asks: traditional “labs.” The grant allows me to assess students’ 

thinking about their investigation question.  I also can detect 
How can today's education prepare them [students] to make discrepancies between the question and the experiment 
sense of how the world works; to think critically and proposed to answer their question.  Inquiry in general allows 
independently; and to lead interesting, responsible, and me to create context before content, which facilitates more 
productive lives in a culture increasingly shaped by science 

effective direct instruction at the end of the cycle.
and technology?

The use of the grant is an implicit way to show students how The goal of the modern science teacher is not to create 
science is done at the research level.  Teachers could research scientists, but to create scientifically literate non-
expand on this by asking students how grant funding might professional scientists. Inquiry creates empathy for the 
affect real science in positive and negative ways.  I ask scientific process instead of simply teaching a list of facts 
students how their investigations are like and not like the about the results of someone else's investigation.
work of  real scientists.  The resulting conversations help me 

Why Do Inquiry This Way?
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Shawn Cornally is a teacher at Solon High School. His teaching schedule includes Physics, 
Calculus, Geology, Java Programming, and Ethics.  He shares many of his teaching ideas 
at Contact Shawn at . .   http://shawncornally.com shawn.thinkthankthunk@gmail.com
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